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Coating and laminating  
machinery

Coating

Laminating

Impregnating

Coating heads

Laminating units

Winders

Plant modifications

Pilot plants

Complete lines
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Coating line for the  
manufacturing of Prepreg material
We provide full range lines for special purposes in 
different dimensions, e. g.

Web width: 1650 mm 
Speed: 20 m / min

Winders and Components
JHT can provide rewinders and unwinders for dif-
ferent core diameters, e. g. 3” or 6”. The winders 
can operate automatically and can be included 
in an existing line. JHT offers an extensive supply 
program of modern machines and lines for the 
converting of web-like materials.

Coating plant for Hotmelt material
Small scale lab solutions and testing plants are 
available, e. g.

Web width: 200 mm 
Speed: 150 m / min 
For Hotmelt dots and lines
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coating lines• 

laminating lines• 

combined coating and laminating lines• 

impregnating lines• 

lacquering lines• 

unwinders and rewinders• 

coating units• 

laminating units• 

remoistening and conditioning units• 

modernization and optimization of machines• 

special machines according to  • 
customer’s demand

for converting of  
web-like material like

paper• 

cardboard• 

film• 

foil• 

textile• 

non-woven• 

for processing of coating media like
dispersions• 

solvent free coating media• 

solvent based coating media• 

wax• 

hotmelt• 

bitumen• 

JHT develops and manufactures special lines like
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Senior Engineer Horst Lindenau has projected 
customers‘ coating and laminating machinery, 
 resulting in more than 200 successful installations 
spanning the globe. These customers have placed 
their confidence in his design and application 
 experience for more than 40 years to gain access 
into newly emerging marketplaces ahead of their 
competition. The JHT knowledge in applying sol-
vent or water based coatings and adhesives led 

to the early development and usage of solvent-
less technology with a multiple-roll coater. JHT 
also benefits from young high-qualified engineers 
who transfer latest technologies from university 
to business. The combination of long-term expe-
rienced engineers and young professionals leads 
JHT to an unique position within the converting 
industry.

From application of its „first in modular design“ 
concept to custom engineering, JHT is able to 
satisfy the needs for production or pilot scale 
 machinery. Our capabilities extend supplying 
project and plant engineering for total „turnkey“ 
solutions. The machine shops and assembly facili-

ties work with rigid quality standards and code 
compliance to ensure that all machinery meets 
the current and future production requirements. 
Years of cost-effective standardization have re-
sulted in quicker delivery times.

Global Experience

Capabilities

www.jht.eu
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Typical JHT End-User Products

Pressure Sensitive Products
Packaging tapes• 
General tapes• 
Insulating tapes• 
Medical tapes and films• 
Label and sticker material• 

Extrusion Laminated Products
Food packaging• 
Snack packaging• 
Medical packaging• 
Moisture barrier papers• 
Detergent packaging• 
Liquid packaging• 
Frozen foodboard• 

Hotmelt Coated Products
Packaging paper• 
Frozen food packaging• 
Heat seal labels• 
Candy wrappers• 
Bakery wrap• 
Butter and margarine foil• 
Asphalt coatings• 
High gloss waxing• 

Coated Products
Art & printing paper• 
Moisture resistant paper• 
Vapour barrier films• 
Silicone release paper• 
Furniture foil• 
Metallised paper• 

Laminates
Wet laminations• 
UV and EB curing laminates• 
Dry laminates duplex and triplex• 
Solventless laminated products• 
Electrical insulation• 

Gummed Products
Box tapes• 
Label material• 
Recyclable packaging tapes• 
Reinforced papers• 

Specialty Products
Biotechnology products• 
Products for Aerospace industry• 
Products for automotive industry• 
Products for energy electronics• 
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Contact

JHT Jakobs-Houben Technologie GmbH
Alexander Houben 
Peter Jakobs 
Horst Lindenau 
Harald Rieper

Gutenbergstraße 35 
D-52511 Geilenkirchen

Tel.  +49 (0)2451 / 911 511 0 
Fax +49 (0)2451 / 911 511 99

E-Mail info@jht.eu 
Info www.jht.eu
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